
WRITE A APPLET PROGRAM FOR DRAWING A HUMAN FACE

Write a Applet for Drawing Human Face. Posted by Unknown at public class face extends Applet { public void Code
Huma. 3 July at.

There are two kinds of painting: system-triggered painting and application-triggered painting.
Application-triggered: application has modified the appearance of the component and requested to repaint the
component. Refreshing the Display via repaint At times, we need to explicitly refresh the display e. Timer
Creating an animation such as a bouncing ball requires repeatedly running an updating task at a regular
interval. It is also trivial to run a Java applet as an application with very little extra code. Inside the overridden
run , the repaint is programmed inside an infinite loop, followed by a Thread. Clip area shall be rectangular
and no rendering is performed outside the clip area. This is handled by java. Opaque and Transparent
Lightweight components does not own its opaque window and "borrow" the screen real estate of its
heavyweight ancestor. Heavyweight components, such as java. FontMetrics The java. Provided that an applet
is hosted by an operating system, it can function as any other normal software application but is and performs
only a small set of tasks. They can capture mouse input and also have controls like buttons or check boxes.
Timer, which run the updating task at regular interval on the event-dispatching thread. They are: Color.
Graphics is an abstract class, as the actual act of drawing is system-dependent and device-dependent. This is,
however, not commonly used. Latest version tested: JDK 1. Nonetheless, custom graphics is crucial in game
programming. This means that most or all of the painting for the standard components is delegated to the UI
delegate and this occurs in the following way: paint invokes paintComponent. Frame application. Subsequent
drawing uses the new origin. AppletViewer is a standalone, command line program from Sun to run Java
applets. To centralize a string on the drawing canvas e. The JFrame listens to the "Left-arrow" and
"Right-arrow" keys, and responses by moving the line left or right. The coordinates involved is shown in the
above diagram. Graphics Class: Graphics Context and Custom Painting A graphics context provides the
capabilities of drawing on the screen. I summarize some of the important points here. You can use getX or
getY to get the top-left corner x,y of this component's origin relative to its parent. Hence, it is crucial for all
Container subclasses lightweight or heavyweight that override paint to place a super. The actionPerformed
runs on the event-dispatching thread, just like all the event handlers. The size of the JPanel is set via the
setPreferredSize. Graphics class declares 6 overloaded versions of abstract method drawImage.


